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I. INTRODUCTION 
Of all the fundamental particles discovered so far (about 200), the 
greatest majority by far participate directly in all four known funda­
mental interactions; strong, electromagnetic (EM), weak, and gravitational. 
These universally active particles are known as hadrons, to be dis­
tinguished from the leptons (e, [i, v) which are not strongly interacting. 
The electron e and muon (i interact both electromagnet!ca1ly and weakly, 
but the neutrino v, being electrically neutral, interacts only weakly. 
The strengths of the strong, EM, weak, and gravitational interactions are 
-2 -lU -kQ 
approximately in the ratios 1:10 : 10 : 10 , respectively. 
Since the leptons are essentially long-lived, their properties are 
well-known experimentally and well-understood theoretically. In the case 
of hadrons, however, their short lifetimes have led to their properties 
being investigated in the same order as the strengths of their interactions, 
i.e. their strong interactions are the most studied, their EM interactions 
are less studied, and their weak interactions are the least studied 
(excepting gravitation, which has not been studied at all for any particle). 
The ideas of Regge behavior at high energy, SU(3) symmetry for 
amplitudes, and duality have in the last few years been widely accepted as 
offering a strong phsncmenological fouiiuàtiûn for our understanding of 
the strong interactions. The success of these ideas is particularly 
striking in the medium energy region (3-70 GeV/c incident lab momentum) 
where highly quantitative agreement with a wide variety of strong inter­
action data has been found.' 
2 
2 
Many investigations have suggested that the three ideas mentioned 
above, having worked so well in describing the strong interactions of 
hadrons, might be applicable to cases where hedrons are involved in weak 
or EM interactions. Usually these cases also involve leptons, but methods 
are known for separating the part of the amplitude involving the leptons 
from the part of the amplitude involving only the hadrons. One may see 
how this might come about by considering the three examples with which 
the main body of this work is concerned 
e + N e + X , 
l/ + N->n. + X , 
— "f" 
+ + X, 
where N represents a nucléon (proton or neutron) and X represents the 
total hadronic debris in the final state. These reactions may be imagined 
LÛ occur as shown in Fig. i. The vprfirms e -4 e f n W ^ and 
—— — 
Z/ p, W can be evaluated by standard methods, so the main interest is 
concentrated in the collision of the y or W~ with the nucléon N. This part 
of the reaction is similar to an ordinary collision process, insofar as 
i 2 
we have a particl e  (Y, W ) of mass squared q and lab energy y = E - E' 
colliding with a nucléon at rest. Measuring only the momentum of the 
final lepton corresponds to summing over all final hadronic states X and 
one is therefore effectively measuring a total cross section of one of 
yN, W^N, or W N. 
3 
P  =  ( E . p )  
^  
P  = ( E , p  )  
1 
y,W\W q = (yiq) 
Figure 1. A diagram of the process t + N ^ t' + X. 
4 
The measured cross sections are given by 
-  ¥  f ^ « r  =  ' f  -  I .  ^ « 3 ^ . t „ n } ,  
where a and G are the fine structure and Fermi constants, M is the nucléon 
mass, and the upper and lower signs correspond to v and v respectively. 
The information concerning the hadron scattering is contained in the 
k 2 
structure functions W. (i;, q ), which also depend on the nucléon isospin. 
* k These functions are commonly given in terms of a set F. as 
2 MW,*^ = F.k-, 
1 / ,  
. ,, k _ k 
t/ . 
The functions F. give the total cross sections for current-hadron 
scattering for the current generated by the lepton k = e , y, w . These 
reactions are often studied in the so-called "deep inelastic" limit, 
which means that the final lepton V (see Fig. 1) was scattered thru a 
relatively large angle (typically 6° - 24°) and suffered a large energy 
loss (typically 10 - 18 GeV). This means that the virtual current (y,W") 
2 has a large "mass" q and a large energy u = E-E'. 
The deep inelastic scattering of electrons and neutrinos off nucléons 
provides a means of testing whether EM and weak current-hadron scattering 
can be described by the same ideas that seem to govern hadron-hadron 
scattering. We will demonstrate below highly quantitative evidence in 
favor of the view that the weak and EM current-hadron scattering data are 
in fact described by the ideas of Regge behavior, SU(3), and duality. 
In the following, an SU(3) calculational technique developed in 
collaboration with Steve Egli and used in Ref. 1 will be used freely. 
This technique involves representing the eight members of an SLI(3) octet 
representation by real 3x3 matrices. Then SU(3) Clebsch-Gordon 
coefficients may be evaluated with these matrices and one uses an SU(3) 
version of the Wigner-Eckart theorem to write a particular amplitude in 
terms of the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients and reduced amplitudes. Equa­
tions (2) and (4) in Section II are examples of the technique. 
When the first deep inelastic electron scattering data were obtained 
(~ 1968), interest was concentrated chiefly in the so-called parton 
model description that was first proposed by Feynman. in this 
model, one Imagines that the pre ten :s ccrr.pcscd of or. infinite number of 
pointlike constituents (partons), and the photon y scatters off the proton 
by scattering off one of the individual partons. Since one also expects 
the proton to be composed of quarks, attempts were made to identify, in 
some sense, the quarks with the partons. In this picture, one imagines the 
the pro con and neutron structure functions to be given by 
= a (u + u) + 1 (d + d) + ^ (s + s) , 
F®" = ^  (u + u) +1 (d +d) + ^ (s +s), 
6 
where Fj is split into contributions u, d, and s from the proton, neutron, 
and lambda quarks, respectively, and similarly u, d, s represent the 
antiquark contributions. (The terminology u, d, s means isospin-up, 
isospin-down, and strange, respectively). 
The advent of more detailed data on ep and en deep inelastic 
scattering and also on v p  and i >n deep inelastic scattering revealed that 
the parton model itself, with or without a quark interpretation, was not 
of much use in understanding the data, without additional assumptions. It 
2 turns out that the success of many investigations, including the one 
described in this thesis, depends entirely upon the additional assumptions 
and does not depend upon any parton interpretation. 
In this light, it is indeed significant that we can apparently 
understand the weak and EM interactions of hadrons in terms of the same 
(phenomenolog(cal) ideas that describe the strong interactions of hadrons 
so well. We feel that study along these lines cannot help but bring about 
à more accurate understanding of hadrons and their interactions. 
In Section 11 the electron and neutrino structure functions are 
briefly discussed in order to establish kinematics and notation. There 
follows then the description of a quantitative model for deep inelastic 
current-hadron scattering which embodies the ideas of Regge behavior. 
SU(3), and duality. Section III gives the comparison between the model 
and the existing data, and gives the predictions of the model for expected 
NAL measurements. Section IV summarizes the results and conclusions. 
7 
II. A MODEL FOR DEEP-INELASTIC LEPTON SCATTERING 
3 4 The experimental data ' for leptons scattering off nucléons in the 
scaling limit are summarized ia the distributions F. (x); i = 1, 2, 3; t 
- — 2 
either e ,  v ,  or i>; ^ either p or n; and x = q /2Mv , where M is the 
2 
nucléon mass and q , v are the virtual current's mass squared and lab 
energy, respectively. The variable x is bounded by 0 ^ x ^ 1, and 
-1 5 0) = X is the Bjorken scaling variable. 
The number of independent structure functions may be reduced as 
fol lows: 
6 N 1) Fg (x) = 0 for all x since the electromagnetic current has a 
definite (natural) parity. The V-A form of the weak current pro­
vides an interference term F^(x) that contributes in neutrino 
scattering. 
2) The Cal Ian-Gross^ relation gives xF,(x) = F,(x), which amounts to 
assuming that the weak and electromagnetic currents interact with 
spin 1/2 objects (quarks, partons, etc.). 
3) Isospin conservation implies Fg^fx) = F^"(x) and ^(x) = Fg^fx), 
with similar relations holding for F2(x). 
With the above restrictions, we need only consider the six structure 
functions F^^(x), F^"(x), Fj^'^(x), F^'^(x), F^^(x), and F^'^(x). Of 
these six structure functions, only the first two have been measured 
accurately.^ 
8 
The inelastic structure functions may be interpreted as total cross 
sections for scattering an electromagnetic or weak current off a nucléon. 
We may therefore calculate the structure functions via the optica] theorem 
by considering the imaginary part of the appropriate forward elastic 
scattering amplitudes. These amplitudes naturally depend upon the prop­
erties of both the incident currents and the target nucléons and upon 
the interaction mechanism between the current and target. We consider 
each of these in turn; 
1) A crucial and powerful assumption is that the electromagnetic current 
Y and the natural parity components W~ of the weak current be treated 
as members of the same SU(3) octet. In particular, we assume the standard 
classifications 
Y ~ p° + V y lUg , 
+ + + 
W - ~ p - - A - ,  ( I )  
where we use a suggestive notation involving the natural and unnatural 
parity vector mesons. The Cabbibo angle^ is also neglected, since 
2 
sin 0^ ~ 0,05. The proton and neutron are members of the standard SLI(3) 
octet. 
2 2 2 2) At large values of the invariant mass squared W = M + 2My - q of 
2 
the current-hadron system, x = q /iWv 0 and by analogy with strong 
g 
interaction physic we expect the structure functions to be dominated by 
9  the exchange of the single Regge trajectories P - A^ - u> - f and the 
vacuum trajectory P. As shown in Ref. 1 in a highly detailed study of 
pseudoscalar mescn-baryon scattering, the constraints of duality and 
9 
no-exotics provide a very clean and highly constrained description of the 
p - Ag - u) - f amplitudes. We therefore expect the Regge exchange ampli­
tudes to be of the form 
Im (cdjl^^) lab)^_Q = [(cabd )(d + f) + ((cadb) - (ac) (bd)) (d - f) ] 
x ' - " ' " ) ,  ( 2 )  
where d(0), f(0) are the independent residue functions evaluated at t = 0 
and a (0) 0.55 for p - - m - f exchange. The matrices a, b, c, d 
(c is the tranpose of c) and the traces are defined in Ref. 1, and the 
trace factors in Eq. (2) correspond to the familiar planar duality dia-
1 0  grams. 
3) it is natural to assume that the vector and axial vector couplings 
of the components of W~ to the Regge trajectories do not depend upon the 
parity (chiral symmetry). Then the amplitude for W^p W^p, for example, 
is (in the notation of Eq. (l)) 
A(W^p -^w'''p) = A(p^p p^p) + A(A^^p A*p) - 2 A(p^p -4 Aj'"p) 
= 2A(p"^P p*p) - 2A(p"^p ^ A^'^p). (3) 
The term 2 A(p^p -> p^p) is the F^^(x) contribution and - 2 A(p^p A^p) 
is the xF^^(x) contribution to A(W^p -> W^p). Note that F^'^(x) = -xF^^fx) 
follows from isosymmetry whenever the Pomeron does not contribute to 
F^^(x). (The Pomeron never contributes to xF^^(x).) Similar relations 
hold for u? scattering. 
10 
4) The Pomeron contributes to and . Neglecting any octet com­
ponent for the Pomeron (an approximation that will be justified later), the 
SU(3) amplitude takes the form for x 0 
Im <cd |ab ^0 = (ac)(bd) P x' , (4) 
where P is the Pomeron residue at t = 0 and Qp(0) = 1. Using Eqs. (1) -
(4) one can now evaluate the six structure functions for x 0 , 
' I ' M  '  Tp + 1T, + |T, , 
F2®"(*) - Tp + i?, + T; , 
%/P 
=  3 T p  +  Z T z  ,  
F2^P(X) = 3Tp + T, + Tg , 
xF^P(x) = -2 1, , 
.yp 
xF^^(x) = -T, - T, , (5) 
where = P (see Eq. (4)) and 
Tj (3f + d) X 1 = 2(0)  
Tg = (f - d) x^"C((0) 
The particular linear combinations of f and d used in Tj and Tg will be 
explained below. 
11 
5) The duality relations between t-channel exchanges and s-channel 
resonances are already contained in Eq. (2). According to Bloom and 
Gilman^' the structure functions near x = 1 are built up by a sum over 
individual resonances. The threshold behavior of the structure functions 
is thus controlled by the asymptotic behavior of the resonance form factors, 
Fgfx) - (1 - x)" ^ as X -> 1 , 
2 2 n/2 2 12 if the form factors G(q ) ~ (1/q ) as q -> «>. Following Rosner and 
Chaichian and Kitakado,^^ we observe that the normal s-channel resonances 
(e.g. p,  N(1520)) are dual to the t=channel combination (3f +d), while the 
abnormal s-channel resonances (e.g. A (1236), N(1670)) are dual to the 
t-channel combination (f - d). The nucléon and A(1236) form factors are 
l4 15 2 2 2 3 known experimentally to behave ' as (1/q ) and (1/q ) , respectively. 
We therefore parametrize the terms in Eq. (5) as 
T, ~ (1 -x)3, 
T2 ~ (' - X I . (6) 
The amplitudes T^ and Tg may be understood as being built up via duality 
from separate sets of exchange degenerate baryon resonances.The Pomeron 
is presumably dual to the non-resonant background beneath the resonances'^''^ 
and we found if sufficient to parametrize T as 
P 
T p  ~  ( 1  - x ) 9 ,  X  - 4  1  .  ( 7 )  
The exponent in Eq. (7) is not determined well phenomenologically but 
rather is chosen to ensure T^ vanishes faster than the resonances when­
ever x is not near zero. 
12 
There Is of course no guarantee that non-leading terms in Eqs. (5) -
(6) are not needed, and we find in fact (see Section III) that such terms 
are necessary in a detailed fit to the electron-nucleon structure func­
tions. 
6) The model as presented in Eqs. (5) - (7) is already quite restrictive, 





and the Gross-Llewellyn Smith sum rule. 
J dx(F^^(x)  + F^P(x))  = -6 .  
21 
Although the validity of the Adler sum rule has been challenged, we find 
no need in ihis investigation to abandon the sum rule. 
22 7) We find that the parton distribution funrrinns mpy be expressed In 
our model as 
X u(x) = ^Tp + jT, + jTo , 
xd(x) = çTp + Tg , 
X u(x) = xd(x) = |-x (s(x) + s(x) ) = ^Tp, (8) 
23 
so our model is similar to the valence-sea models. Eqs. (5) do not per­
mit a model in which the Pomeron couples only to u, d, s, s. From Eqs. 
(6) - (8) we see that near threshold (x -> 1), the proton quark dominates 
22 the parton distributions, in agreement with an analysis by Feynman. 
13 
III. COMPARISON OF THE MODEL WITH DATA 
The data to be fitted by the model are che structure function 
F^^(x), the ratio F^"(x)/F2^(x) and the difference F^'^(x) - F^"(x). 
Within the model framework discussed in Section 11^ a very good descrip­
tion of the data was found to be given by 
T p  =  0 . 2 3 ( 1  - x ) 9 ,  
T, = (7.1 (1 -x)^ - 7.4 (1 -x)5 + 4.4 (1 -x)^+ 10.3(1 -x)'V-tnx) x°*^^ 
T g  =  ( 5 . 9 ( 1  - x ) 5  -  5 . 5 ( I - x ) 7 ) x ° ' ^ ^ .  ( 9 )  
Since the Pomeron contribution is practically negligible in the region of 
measured x values, we have neglected any octet component in the Pomeron. 
The Inx term in Tj may be interpreted as a possible absorptive correction, 
24 
I w I I y I I # 9 -J ^11*1 is/mci IV/ I vfy i i • 
There are seven parameters in Eq. (9) but two of them are determined 
by the Adler sum rule and the Gross-Llewellyn Smith sum rule, and another 
.'i. 
is determined by the experimental constraint' 
1 1 
D _ r .. r \ / C rI^N/..\ J.. ^  n a£. 
u — - J A I  ^  \f^) UA / J Fg UA U. uu . ilU/ 
O O 
2 The remaining four parameters were determined by minimizing x • The 
X^'s for the fits are 0.69/pt. for F^^(x) (Fig. 2), 0.86/pt. for 
14 
F^"(x)/F^'^(x) (Fig. 3), and 0.91/pt. for F^'^(x) - F^"(x) (Fig. 4). The 
2 
total X per degree of freedom is 0.76 for 209 data points and 4 free 
parameters. 
Besides being able to describe the electron scattering data, the 
model also predicts F^'^(x) and F^'^(x). Unfortunately, experimental 
data on these distributions are not yet available. However, several 
quantities related to integrals of the distributions have been measured 
and can be compared to the predictions of the model. 
1) Defining the isospin-averaged structure functions 
yN _ l/pl/p pl^n t 
2 , 3  2  1 ^ 2 , 3  2 , 3 ^  »  
the total cross sections are given by 
^V,V ^ [ I J F^^(x) dx T ^ J X F^^(x) dx ] 
showing the famous linear rise of the cross sections with incident neutrino 
energy E. The model predicts 
a" = 0.72 , 
= 0 .29  ,  
to be compared with the experimental values^^ = 0.69 ^ 0.14 and 
= 0.27 ± 0.05, respectively. These results depend upon the Pomeron 
contribution to Fg being small. Although the quantity B in Eq. (10) was 
constrained at the beginning, allowing B to vary does not result in any 
improvement in the fit and in fact B does not change appreciably. 
15 
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Figure 2. Experimental data and model results for the ep 
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in terms of the electron data and several additional assumptions. ^ 
Since the model given here agrees with the electron data and with Perkins' 
assumptions, it is no surprise that we get 1^^ = 0.49, to be compared 
with the experimental value 0.49 ^ 0.07. 
3) The quantities 
t" '" '  4 r ( | F 2 ( x ) ^ | x F ; ( x , ) ,  
4r 'I ' '2 <'^8) (y-y^2)]  ,  
where B = 0.86 and y = y/E (W~ energy divided by the incident neutrino 
energy), are shown in Fig. 5. The distributions F^^(x) , F^^(x), 
and their ratio R are shown in Fig. 6. All of these distributions can 
eventually be measured experimentally. 
4) For completeness, the quark-parton distribution functions predicted 
by the model are shown In Fig. 7. We should mention, however, that our 
mrtHol îc mnro Ixfa c I m/i ac î 4* Ar\t:xe 
the strong similarity between current hadron and hadron-hadron scattering. 
For example, the quark-parton model predicts 
4 ^ F^" /F^P % 1/4, 
1  ^  
while the model given here predicts 
19 
1 ^ F2®"/F2®^ à 1/4. 
As can be seen in Fig. 3, the data seem naturally bounded by the second 
set of inequalities rather than by the looser quark-parton set. 
5) The d/f ratio obtained from Eq. (9) is d/f = 1.0 for x = 1 and 
d/f 0.3 for X ~ 0.1 . As must be true if the model given here is 
correct, the d/f ratio in the Regge limit (small x) is about the same as 
the d/f ratio that was determined in Ref. 1 from meson-baryon scattering 
data. We remark, as an intriguing aside, that the threshold value 
d/f = 1 is just the value required by duality and factorizatio.i to over-
- 26 
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Figure 7. Model results for the quark-parton distribution functions. 
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IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
We have emphasized throughout that one can understand the basic 
features of the deep inelastic current-hadron scattering data in terms 
of well-known ideas from strong interactions. We have expressed the 
scattering amplitudes in terms of functions which have the correct Regge 
behavior in the Regge limit (x 0) and the behavior required by duality 
near threshold (x 1). The model also satisfies the constraints implied 
by current algebra, i.e. the Adler and Gross-Llewellyn Smith sum rules. 
The mode! gives a satisfactory description of all the sN and yN data and 
also makes predictions for the coming NAL VN data. 
24 
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